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The China Factor
And Her Place In The Shaking Of The Nations
The United States Of America was birthed to make a place for the Church to function
at its best, and for special events to occur at the end of time - Isa 18:7 “At that time
shall a tribute be made to the Lord of hosts [Jehovah Tsaba] from a people tall and
polished, from a people terrible from their beginning and feared and dreaded near
and far, a nation strong and victorious, whose land the river or great channel
divides--to the place [of worship] of the Name of the Lord of hosts [Jehovah Tsaba],
to Zion.”

Picture the Year as 2
20
01155. God knew how to use
China to shake the nations of the world. Much like He
did the Pharaohs of Egypt in ancient times, Jehovah took
the cruel, heartless government of China into His hands
as His pawn. God had promised, Isa 14:26-27 KJV “This is
the purpose that is purposed upon the whole earth: and this is
the hand that is stretched out upon all the nations. (27) For the
LORD of hosts [Jehovah Tsaba] hath purposed, and who shall
disannul it? and his hand is stretched out, and who shall turn it
back?”
China is the richest, most powerful nation on Earth,
much like Egypt following the seven years of plenty, a
period that pulled Israel into Egypt where they were in
bondage for over 400 years. It is 2
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attack in which billions of U.S. dollars quietly,
purposefully disappeared… with more devastation than
U.S. citizens could have ever imagined had they even
been aware of it.
As stated in the prophecy, most U.S. citizens were in fact totally unaware: The news
and media headlines should have been “NEW BRICS BANK TO BE BASED IN
SHANGHAI, CHINA!”
But, of course, there was nothing alerting the U.S. population of this event or what it
meant, and even today, in mid-2019, few people have any idea what this is
referencing. Formed in 2008, BRICS celebrated their a decade of annual summits as
they built out a “stealth attack” against the U.S. dollar dominance. Currently, they
are almost ready to take down the dollar as the “global world trade currency.” Here
is information unknown to most U.S. citizens:
BRICS is the acronym coined for an association of five major emerging national
economies: Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa. Originally the first four
were grouped as "BRIC" (or "the BRICs"), before the induction of South Africa in
2010. The BRICS members are known for their significant influence on regional
affairs. Since 2009, the BRICS nations have met annually at formal summits. China
hosted the 9th BRICS summit in Xiamen on September 2017, while South Africa
hosted the most recent 10th BRICS summit in July 2018. The term does not include
countries such as South Korea, Mexico and Turkey for which other acronyms and
group associations were later created.
In 2015, the five BRICS countries represent over 3.1 billion people, or about 41% of
the world population; four out of five members (excluding South Africa at #24) are in
the top 10 of the world by population. As of 2018, these five nations have a combined
nominal GDP of US$18.6 trillion, about 23.2% of the gross world product, combined
GDP (PPP) of around US$40.55 trillion (32% of World's GDP PPP) and an estimated
US$4.46 trillion in combined foreign cash reserves.
Here are combined news articles that help to educate those unfamiliar with BRICS:
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In this picture, President Xi Jinping of China opens the BRICS summit to establish World Central
Development Bank in Shanghai

China gets BRICS bank
BBC News–
China
The group of emerging economies, known collectively as BRICS, signed the longanticipated document to create the $100B BRICS Development Bank and a reserve
currency pool worth over another $100B. Both will counter the influence of
Western-based lending institutions and the dollar.
The new bank will provide money for infrastructure and development projects in
BRICS countries, and unlike the IMF or World Bank, each nation has equal say,
regardless of GDP size.
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Each BRICS member is expected to put an equal share into establishing the startup
capital of
$50 billion with a goal to reach $100 billion. The BRICS bank will be headquartered
in Shanghai, China. India will preside as president the first year, and Russia will
be the chairman of the representatives.

“BRICS Bank is to be one of the major multilateral development finance
institutions in this world,” Russian President Vladimir Putin said on Tuesday at
the 6th BRICS summit in Fortaleza, Brazil. China hosted the 9th BRICS summit in
Xiamen on September 2017, while South Africa hosted the most recent 10th BRICS
summit in July 2018. The term does not include countries such as South Korea,
Mexico and Turkey for which other acronyms and group associations were later
created.
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In 2015, the five BRICS countries represented over 3.1 billion
people, or about 41% of the world population; four out of five
members (excluding South Africa at #24) are in the top 10 of the
world by population. As of 2018, these five nations have a
combined nominal GDP of US$18.6 trillion, about 23.2% of the
gross world product, combined GDP (PPP) of around US$40.55
trillion (32% of World's GDP PPP) and an estimated US$4.46
trillion in combined foreign reserves

The Deal was reached after intense last-minute negotiations to settle a dispute
Between India & China over establishment of the headquarters of the new
bank in Shanghai, China
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The big launch of the BRICS bank is seen as a first step to break the
dominance of the US dollar in global trade, as well as dollar-backed
institutions such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the
World Bank, both US-based institutions that BRICS countries have
little influence within.
“In terms of escalating international competition the task of
activating the trade and investment cooperation between BRICS
member states becomes important to our plan to displace
‘western’ dominance,” Chinese President Xi Jinping said.
In 2013, they passed the 4 Trillion Dollar mark to pass the U.S. and
become the largest trade country in world. Shanghai, China
became a world-class city of elegance and prominence in business,
industry and culture for its citizens.
In 2009, when the world was in recession, China leapfrogged the
U.S. to become the world’s largest auto market. In 2010, China
overtook Germany as the world’s largest exporter. In 2012 China
surpassed Japan to become the world’s largest luxury goods
market.
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Today, BRICS moves forward and strengthens it plan to oust the
United States as the world’s primary leader in world banking affairs
through the origination of
China, Russia, Brazil, India, and South Africa account for 11 percent
of global capital investment, and trade turnover almost doubled in
the last 5 years, the president reminded.
Each country will send either their finance minister or Central
Bank chair to the bank’s representative board.
Membership may not just be limited to just BRICS nations, either.
Future members could include countries in other emerging
markets blocs, such as Mexico, Indonesia, or Argentina, once it
sorts out its debt burden.
BRICS represents 42 percent of the world’s population and roughly
20 percent of the world’s economy based on GDP, and 30 percent
of the world’s GDP based on PPP, a more accurate reading of the
real economy. Total trade between the countries is $6.14 trillion, or
nearly 17 percent of the world’s total.
The $100 billion crisis lending fund, called the Contingent Reserve
Arrangement (CRA), was also established. China will contribute
the lion’s share, about $41 billion, Russia, Brazil and India will chip
in $18 billion, and South Africa, the newest member of the economic
bloc, will contribute
$5 billion.
The idea is that the creation of the bank will lessen dependence on
the West and create a more multi-polar world, at least financially.
Experts say the new bank and fund will give the group the backbone
of a formal organization. The talks in Fortaleza will open a series
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of marathon summits and bilateral meetings in Brazil.
Chinese President Xi Jinping met ahead of the summit with India's
Prime Minister Narendra Modi, who described their first face-toface talk as a "very fruitful meeting."
For Putin, who visited Argentina and Cuba before coming to Brazil,
the trip gives him a chance to hammer home his calls for a
"multipolar" world amid tensions with the West over the Ukraine
crisis.
The meetings give Putin his first international summit since being
kicked out of the G8 group of industrialized nations over the
Ukraine crisis.

After a July 16, 2014, BRICS-South America summit, Xi launched
the China-Latin America forum, highlighting Beijing's growing
interests in Mexico, a regionperceived as the backyard of the
United States.
Chinese media on Wednesday hailed the creation of the BRICS
development bank, to be based in Shanghai, blaming Western
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countries and multilateral agencies for flaws in the global financial
system.
At a summit in Brazil, the BRICS group of emerging economic
powers -- which also includes Russia, India, China and South
Africa -- on Tuesday created the New Development Bank to finance
infrastructure projects. (See Addendum, New Development Bank)
China's official news agency Xinhua cited Western dominance of
the international financial system as the motivation.
"The plans of the emerging-market bloc of BRICS to establish a
development bank usher in a long-awaited and helpful alternative
to the Western-dominated institutes in global finance," Xinhua
said in an editorial.
An opinion piece in the Global Times newspaper, known for its
nationalistic editorial stance, said competition from the BRICS
bank could prompt the World Bank and the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) to carry out much-needed internal reforms.
"BRICS countries have to blaze a new trail to reduce losses as well
as safeguard interests," wrote Liu Zongyi, a research fellow at the
government-linked Shanghai Institute for International Studies.
"Loans from the World Bank are not able to meet the demands of
the developing nations... The IMF also failed to play an active
role in stabilizing the turbulent emerging financial markets
during the global financial crisis," he said.
Developing countries were at the mercy of the United States during
the recent economic crisis, he said, given the dominance of the
dollar and Washington's timing of its quantitative easing policy.
Hong Kong's pro-China Wen Wei Po newspaper said BRICS
members’ selection of China's commercial hub for the
headquarters symbolized the rise of the country, now the world's
second largest economy.
"Setting up the headquarters of the BRICS Central Development
Bank in Shanghai shows the image of China becoming a great
power on the international stage," the newspaper said.
Stay tuned as this great prophetic CHINA FACTOR prophecy
continues to unfold in the Day of Jehovah Tsaba. Look for additional
astounding developments between now, 2019 and 2025.
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Remember, this is 220
01155 and China has secretly become the
richest and most powerful nation on earth:
Claire – the American girl who works as the family’s nanny –
gets the children ready to go to school, just like everybody else
growing up in California.
Claire’s father works in China too. At General Motors Intl., the
Chinese ““rreed
d cch
hiip
p”” in Hong Kong. And owned in major part by the
PLA, (People’s Liberation Army), China’s massive military.
Over 40% of the cars in the world are made here. The PLA now
also owns a major portion of Mitsubishi Motors and Ford Motor Co.
Along China’s coast, thousands of huge factories hum 24/7,
cranking out 60% of the world’s textiles, sophisticated electronics,
and computers for the world’s Tech industry.

History
In May 2005 SAIC-GM completed construction of a new assembly plant, the
South Plant, at its facility in eastern Shanghai's Pudong district, more than
doubling its annual production capacity to 320,000 vehicles.[4]
SAIC-GM was the top passenger vehicle producer in China in 2006, with sales of
413,400 vehicles. In 2011, SAIC-GM sold 1,200,355 vehicles in the Chinese
market.[5] SAIC-GM is the largest joint venture GM has in China.[6]
In September 2006, General Motors launched the Chevrolet Corsa Plus in Chile,
a version of the 4-door Opel Corsa with a 1.6L engine, making it the first export
market to receive a vehicle manufactured by SAIC-GM.
In February 2010, SAIC acquired an additional 1 percent stake in the joint
venture for US$85 million and assistance in securing a US$400 million line of
credit to boost SAIC's total share of SAIC-GM to 51%.

China now manufactures more automobiles than any other
nation in the world:
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China surpassed Japan to become the world's secondlargest vehicle market in 2006, and passed the United
States to become the largest in 2009.

JEHOVAH TSABA IS SHAKING THE NATIONS
See, back in 2005 (where we live now), nobody even saw it
coming.
Sure, China was showing up everywhere in our lives. And no
one seemed to understand what was happening, or even gave it that
much attention for that matter.
China? Imports, up 40%. Industrial output, up 50%. Annual
growth, headed for 20%. China had just swallowed up nearly half the
world’s cement (in a 12 month period)… 30% of the world’s oil… 90%
of the world’s steel… and more than double the world’ demand for
copper. Not to mention iron ore, aluminum, timber, wheat, nickel,
coal, and just about every other raw resource you can imagine.
The news media kept it out of the headlines, no need to panic
the U.S. markets. No one was addressing the fact that our factories
(true U.S. production) was virtually disappearing. No one seemed
alarmed when students entering the universities were told that we
were entering into a new kind of globalization in the work force.
Everyone was talking about the exporting of the non-labor work force
to the east, and we became accustomed to calling for phone support
for our purchases, and reaching someone in China, India, or some
other eastern dialect. It was sometimes hard to get them to
understand our questions and concerns, even more often hard to
understand their command of the English language. But like good
little lambs being led to the slaughter, the U.S. masses remained
basically silent as the quiet economic evolution occurred.
In 2005, and the few years preceding, we noticed U.S. elected
officials seemed to be interacting with other nations, the United
Nations, or some other foreign interest, rather than with their own
constituents at home. Still, in rapid succession, significant events
occurred which went without any real outcry of the nation’s laborers.
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As the first decade of the 21st Century progressed, China just
kept growing.
She exponentially sucked the world dry of
oil…minerals…and other raw resources…while one cargo ship after
another steamed out of her ports, filled with products to dump
overseas.
Just a few months into President George W. Bush’s second
term, it became clear to the most discerning… America’s GOLDEN AGE
was over.
By 2008, banking was teetering on the brink of disaster with
the fall of several large banks and financial entities. Housing markets
plummeted, leaving multitudes in foreclosure. Wall Street crashed
ruining the retirement plans of multitudes of senior Americans.
By 2010, hundreds of thousands of workers – including
Mexicans, Brazilians, and Thais – were drawing their paychecks from
Beijing. Even the Americans and Canadians had gotten roped in.
Many of them working for giant Chinese corporations they hadn’t
even heard of when the 21st Century first began.
Meanwhile, back in China, God’s great pawn to shake the
nations, the good times were just getting started…

China’s “American Dream”
The Chinese middle class – all 300 million of them – was living
the good life. Luxury cars and larger houses… cities full of steel and
glass skyscrapers… subdivisions of new homes filling up faster than
they could be built... modern, even posh, shopping centers bathed in
the glow of neon. It looked just like historians used to call the
building of the “American Dream.”
Christian believer, this is no fantasy. It is a prophetic look at
the future.
If China gets what it wants… seduced by God’s plan to bring
them into his hooks, much as He did ancient Egypt, allowing this
scenario to be played out… a divine “battle plan” for things to work
for this period in China’s favor… it WILL win the economic war…
12

America, as a nation, WILL go broke… and millions of U.S. investors,
especially the young professionals and retired citizens, who invested
in Wall Street, who counted on the U.S. system of economic security,
will lose billions of dollars… not in 45 years from now… not even in 10
years… but beginning here and now. Many within the American
Christian community will live in denial until it is too late. Surely God
would not allow the Christians in the United States to go through
such perilous events.
In 2004, God moved upon Dr. Oral Roberts with a prophetic
vision. He faithfully shared an impending judgment which, he
declared, was eminent. But the Church in the United States walked in
a unique pride, a belief that the United States was in some way God’s
“chosen” nation, unaware that the only real chosen nation until it is
taken out of the earth is the great body of Christ, no matter which
Gentile nation they chose as their homeland. Some will view this
occurrence in its most negative light. It will seem shocking to most
Christian believers that this could prove positive for a plan of God
to bring the vast wealth of all nations into the hands of His people.
Believe me, it is already happening… well under way… and only those
who have their source in God, in the Word of God, will prosper from
this scenario.

A New Saying In China!
The party bosses in Beijing have a new saying that would make
Chairman Mao turn over in his grave. If you were living in China, if
you were being educated and oriented to the new Chinese culture, you
would be aware of this new saying. It is “Getting rich is glorious.”
Recently, I read of this in the U.S.A. Today. As I did so, something
stirred in my heart that took me to an extended place of prayer.
Immediately the prophetic assignment in me came to attention. After
several days of prayer and research, I know that it is directly related
to the prosperity phenomenon coming to the body of Christ.
There is no stopping what is being planned by the world
economic/social/financial powers. China, now in step with the
international banking community, will stop at nothing to make this
happen. They are in God’s hand for a purpose, and for a period of
time, everything they do will seem to prosper. China is the United
13

States’ 3rd largest creditor, owning $7.3 trillion dollars in U.S. assets,
$120 billion – in U.S. Treasury bonds alone – with the 2nd largest
creditor being Japan holding $141 billion in U.S. Treasury bonds. Just
those two alone make up for more than half of foreign-owned U.S.
government debt.
Either country could tell the United States to take a flying leap
in a lake… and there is nothing we could do, because if either decided
to dump those huge holdings of U.S. debt, the U.S. economy would be
done for. God’s wisdom warned, Pro 22:7 MSG “The poor are
always ruled over by the rich, so don't borrow and put yourself
under their power.”
There is no way to know how much personal stock or corporate
bonds they hold, but experts estimate that it is a considerable,
possibly huge amount. And they could dump that at any time too.
The moment the “Sell” signal comes, a bond market collapse…
rising interest rates… even more dollar devastation… and a spiraling
descent of the stock market… are all guaranteed.
As you will see, China has planned the total destruction of
America’s worldwide financial advantage.
Americans feel “house rich.” Many have fat stock portfolios
stuffed with the biggest and most popular company names in
America. Because the U.S. is already more vulnerable to this attack
than almost any of its citizens understand, the Chinese are able to
pull it off. There are none so blind as the politicians. Most are so
swallowed up in their personal home agendas that they won’t even
look at anything outside of their own domain. Our nation has been
locked in to a focus on international terrorism, looking for bombs and
chemical terrorists, meanwhile we are under the most severe attack,
capable of totally destroying the way of life which we know as the
great American society. This attack is not taking place in our airports
or on the killing fields in Iraq… but in our bank accounts! Think
about it. Already, here in 2005, we’ve got…
• A $600 billion trade deficit
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• A steady loss of high-wage manufacturing jobs to China and
Mexico
• A near zero personal savings rate, high credit card debt, and an
epic housing bubble.
• A secret government deficit of some $44 trillion dollars
• A series of foreign wars, designed to deplete the U.S. Treasury,
sending the printing presses of our fiat currency into an
unimaginable production cycle, polarizing the population, and
alienating the world.

The Chinese Know This
They have a secret plan to take advantage of it.
Believe me, it’s important for you spiritually and financially to
know what they intend to do. It is important for us to know how to
protect ourselves, and how to flow with God’s great wealth inversion,
prosperity phenomenon plan.
Here is a quick preview of what the experts say Beijing is
already doing – right now – to lay an economic minefield in the
American economy.
First, the Chinese accumulated over $2.2 trillion in
U.S. dollars. Cashing in U.S. Treasuries gave China plenty of
money to sock away huge piles of raw materials and resources, all
needed for the immediate future.
Then China slowly replaced the United States as the No
1 destination for foreign direct investment. China didn’t need
its own investment capital. It got plenty from the United States,
which built thousands of factories to take advantage of China’s
humongous and super-cheap labor force.
And finally, China played a dangerous strategic game
to corner most of the world’s oil. Without realizing it, the
United States played exactly into China’s hand… alienating the
Saudis… who found themselves a new superpower protector in
Beijing. And a new customer for the world’s most precious – and
essential – commodity.
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It won’t take much to unleash this financial firestorm. All China
has to do is start dumping U.S. Treasury notes. In a flash, suddenly
interest rates soar. So do mortgage rates. And it’s like a Bomb
hitting the U.S. housing market…
Home prices plummet. So do stocks. Retirement savings
vaporize. Companies fire their U.S. workers and close their doors in
mass. Or they pack up and move to China. Quoting the U.S. News
and World Report, “Overnight, millions of Americans are poorer
than they ever imagined they could be.
But not everybody will be destroyed by this great world-wide
economic siege.
Dan 12:1-10 MSG "'That's when Michael, the great angelprince, champion of your people, will step in. It will be a time of
trouble, the worst trouble the world has ever seen. But your people
will be saved from the trouble, every last one found written in
the Book
(3) 'Men and women who have wisdom and
understanding will shine brilliantly, like the cloudless, star-strewn
night skies. And those who put others on the right path to life will be
as the stars in the heavens. (5) As I, Daniel, took all this in, two
figures appeared, one standing on this bank of the river and one on
the other bank. (6) One of them asked a third man who was dressed
in linen and who straddled the river, 'How long is this astonishing
story to go on?' (7) "The one dressed in linen, who straddled the
river, raised both hands to the skies. I heard him solemnly
swear by the Eternal One that it would be a time, two
times, and half a time, that when the oppressor of the holy people
was brought down the story would be complete. (9) "'Go on about
your business, Daniel,' he said. 'The message is confidential and
under lock and key until the end, until things are about to be
wrapped up. (10) The populace will be washed clean and made
new. But the wicked will just keep on being wicked, without
a clue about what is happening. Those who live wisely and
well will understand what's going on.'”
China, now in 2005, is already becoming the economic center of
the universe. A lot faster than you realize. Credible evidence shows
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that not only is China still growing at a blistering pace… but that it’s
growing deliberately at the EXPENSE of the American
economy!
You must get this. The Chinese government has devised a
specific three-pronged strategy to suck the fire out of the American
economic machine… to use that wealth to line their pockets… and to
lay the foundation for China’s own bright future.
Now here is what America is up against… how the experts say
we got into this situation.
A headline found in The Vancouver Sun calls it “The Big Sword
Overhanging The U.S. Economy.
The New York Times says “This savage attack from the Far
East threatens the very stability of both the U.S. and global
economy.”
Finally, the Irish Independent, considered to be one of the most
accurate reporting agencies in the world says, “This could rip the
heart out of manufacturing growth in America and all of Europe.”
It’s happening now, not in 2015, but right now. If you are
discerning at all, you will know that the Chinese are already hoarding
raw resources. They’re already stealing natural gas from Japan’s
exclusive economic zone in the East China sea. They’re already
flexing their “nuclear muscles” against neighbors like Taiwan. And
they’ve already met with Vladimir Putin as well as the Saudi princes
to make secret deals for future petroleum reserves…
It’s all bad new for the rest of the Gentile world.
But none of it compares to the $2.2 trillion TRAP
China has set for America.
This is the key to China’s plan… a deliberate, methodical assault
on the United States… designed to bring our way of life and our
dominance in the world to a screeching end.
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There is no time for apologies. And no time to drum up
excuses. Very soon China will finally decide to pull the plug and bring
the American economic miracle to a halt.
Make no mistake. The “combatants” in this war may not carry
guns or ride in tanks. They will arrive in limousines and wear
business suits. They’re out in this war to win.
No wonder God has spoken to us that our angels will arrive, not
in chariots this time, but in business suits with financial and tech
savvy directly from the throne of God.
Now having looked at these facts in light of scriptural prophetic
insight, let’s step back for a moment and remind ourselves…
When we talk about modern China, we’re not talking about a
democracy of economics.
We are talking about a military
dictatorship. This is the way they currently are conducting
business.
Experts are calling it “Guerilla Economics.”
The goal is to destroy its competition. And at the same time…
create a guaranteed money-making environment for China’s own
entrepreneurs. Here is some proof.
Ding Lei is 32 years old. He’s also the richest man in China.
His NetEase.com company didn’t crank out a dime of profit until
2003. But his stock is up 50-fold thanks to ecstatic American
investors backing him – Ding is now personally worth $900 million
in only two years.
Chen Tianqiao is just 30 years of age. In 1999, he ran a cartoon
Web site. Now he runs Shanda Networking, an online business
out of Shanghai. New York venture capitalists helped him do it. Now
he’s personally worth $480 million.
Larry Rong’s dad is Rong Yiren, founder of CITIC, the biggest
company in China and a magnet for U.S. Investment dollars. Larry is
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personally worth $850 million. His family net worth is set at $2
billion.
The military government in China has its hands directly deep in
the pie too. For example, China’s biggest TV and Cell phone maker,
TLC Corp. It is state owned. Last year, it exported 3.83
million TVs. It expects to ship 5 million more this year!
The top 100 richest people in China now have an average
wealth of $230 million. Another 10,000 more Chinese are worth at
least $10 million so far. And that is up from zero millionaires as
recently as 1985.
Then there are the corporations listed on the Shanghai
exchange. They are almost all state owned. The top 14 Chinese car
manufacturers are state owned – with bloated bureaucratic budgets.
But that doesn’t matter – in 2004, U.S. investors poured millions and
millions of dollars into China Brilliance Automotive shares – and its
stock shot up 250%.
China has definitely cracked the code of Western capitalism.
Three years ago, for instance, China didn’t manufacture a single
laptop. NOW they make 40% of all laptops sold worldwide! The are
also ranked as the world’s biggest maker of computer hardware…
consumer electronics… even steel (remember when that used to be
Pittsburgh?)
38% of the world’s cell phones are made by China. And half of
all the shoes in the world are currently being produced by them. Plus
most of the furniture, video games, and televisions of U.S. companies
are made for them by the Chinese.

The China Boom At Here At Home
Here in the United States, American Metal Ware had made
nearly 2.5 million pots in their Wisconsin factory… before they had to
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shut it down. Chinese manufacturers stole their designs and cranked
out copies at half the price. To compete, Metal Ware had to move all
of their operations to China.
Levi’s were the all-American brand. They once had 63 plants
in the U.S. They just closed the last two and fired all the remaining
employees. Levi’s will be made exclusively in China now.
Walt Disney was an all-American success story. But Disney’s
millions of dolls are no longer made here, but in the same place as
100% of all of Dr. Scholl’s sandals and Fostor Grand
Sunglasses – China.
Then there is Wilson sporting goods, so synonymous with allAmerican sports, or Black & Decker drills and other tools… silk
flowers, sneakers, wood furniture, hand-held GameBoy video
games…all sold here, but all manufactured in – China.
A mind blowing 80% of all the toys, bikes, and Christmas tree
ornaments sold in the United States come from China – 90% of all
sporting goods of any kind and 95% of all shoes sold in the U.S.
Motorola spent over $1 billion moving operations from the
United States to China. Thousand have lost their jobs – replaced by
10,000 Chinese slave workers in six new plants on the cost of the
Yellow Sea.
I recently heard that a radio show host made a public dare:
“Take $400 and an hour in Wal-Mart. Buy as many ‘Made in
America’ goods as you can.”
Two listeners took the challenge.
An hour later, they hit the checkout line with 40 items. Guess
how many actually were made in America? It turned out only 10.
Wal-Mart trucks used to speed down the highways of America
proudly bearing the slogan, “Wal-Mart – Made In America!”
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Sam Walton, Wal-Mart’s founder, wrote an autobiography. He
titled his book, Made In America. But today, Wal-Mart alone
imports a mind-blowing $12 billion of goods from China annually…
and that figure is expected to drastically increase this year.
Wal-Mart’s business alone was more than China’s trade with
either Russia or the entire United Kingdom!

Beijing’s Ugly Secret #1
“Crush the Competition With Slave Labor!”
Chinese workers average 61 Cents an hour. U.S. factory
workers average $16 Dollars an hour. In other words, U.S. workers
make more in two weeks than most Chinese laborers make in a whole
year!
Nobody outside of China, anywhere in the world, can compete
with that.
China gets an endless supply of labor for just pennies. And
there is a waiting list nearly 200 million people long to take over
those jobs when the current workers drop from exhaustion (they work
12 hour days, seven days a week).
Moral or not, Beijing’s slave –labor strategy does exactly what
they hoped it would…
It’s sucked the life out of America’s more costly industrial
complex!
Take time to check out for yourself the numbers: Over 450 U.S.
companies are based in China. That is more than 10 times the
number of U.S. companies there in 1990. They’ve got combined
annual sales of $23 billion. And more than 250,000 employees. In
fact, U.S. investment in China is now a record $33 billion a year!
Meanwhile…
Nearly 2,250 American manufacturing jobs here in the United
States disappear each and every single day! That is not something
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brand new… it’s been the trend day in and day out, over and over
again… for 40 months straight!
According to the Senior Editor of Strategic Investment
magazine, “They have studied and learned the lessons of the
Rothschild dynasty, J.P. Morgan, John D. Rockefeller, and
international banking houses…It’s the genius of any ruthless
monopoly maker: first, move in and CRUSH the competition with
cutthroat techniques. Then… take away his business and leave him
high and dry!”
Thanks to slave labor, Chinese companies can now crush U.S.
competition with lots of cheaply produced goods that formerly were
made right here in America. In exchange, they not only get our
purchases… they get our companies when they are forced to pack up
and move over to China so they can take advantage of the same cheap
labor strategy.
China is like a great magnet, when they are ready to fully turn
it on, poised to offer U.S. companies an unbelievable bargain to gain
access to the global world… just send your jobs here…and you will be
able to compete in any nation in the global marketplace… leaving the
U.S. with no jobs for its employees.
What is more, China also gets to send a whole new kind of
export to America… Chinese STOCKS AND BONDS! And in return
for that, they get billions more in investment capital. Straight from
the trading accounts of private U.S. investors. Imagine.
We are literally paying Beijing to “rip the heart” out of the U.S.
heartland!
But it gets worse for the industrialized nations of the world.
Because that’s only the first dirty strategy being engineered and
overseen by Beijing. Here is the second…

Beijing’s Dirty Secret #2
“Bait the Trap With Treasury Notes!”
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Another fallout from Beijing’s super cheap labor strategy is
America’s massive trade deficit with China. It literally keeps
EXPLODING!
It has already passed a gap of over $120 billion. That means we
actually BUY $120 billion more in goods from China than we manage
to sell. A household can’t get rich… or stay rich… if it spends more
than it takes in. Neither can a nation.
Yet no matter what we try to do to stop the gap from growing…
weaken our dollars, create trade tariffs, perfect production and slash
costs… America just can’t keep up.
The trade deficit is now exploding $1.5 billion per day. Putting
that in perspective… that means we spend an additional $1
million on Chinese products… every single passing minute!
But that is still not the worst part. Guess what China is doing
with all that money?
• First, the money we send China gets reinvested in the
PLA, China’s massive military.
(The U.S. Defense
Department reports that China has just built low-profile
military bases on several disputed reefs in the
Philippines!)
• Second, it goes back into funding more huge Chinese
factories. With 200 million Chinese wanting to break into
the new Chinese capitalistic work force, China need to
build places for them to work! It also need to by HUGE
stockpiles of raw resources to keep the factories running.
• Third, and most dangerous of all, the Chinese government
uses a lot of its extra exporting income… to pile up an
absolutely incredible number of U.S. Treasury bonds!
Get this. China spends nearly $7.8 million an hour… or $187
million a day… snapping up U.S. Treasuries and dollars. The
movers and shakers in China now hold the U.S.
hostage to over $120 billion in Treasury certificates!
Now ask yourself:
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If its obvious that U.S. interest rates have nowhere to go
but up… if its obvious the U.S. dollar has no where to go but
down… and if its obvious that our Federal Government right
now is literally spending America into oblivion…
Why would the Chinese government have so
much faith in our U.S. Treasury certificates?
The answer: It’s not a vote in America’s future at all.
Instead, it is Beijing’s way of backing America into a corner!
Think about it! If I, as a financial “laymen” can see this, what
about Beijing’s professional economists and the international
financial banking experts?
On February 5, 2004, an article in The Wall Street
Journal reported that other Asian countries – who altogether
with China and Japan included hold an eye-popping $1.9
Trillion in U.S. foreign reserves – are starting to dump U.S.
debt.
Korea and Thailand dumping is one thing. But when a
massive holder like China stops buying U.S. debt and starts
dumping, it’s a much, MUCH bigger deal. If you don’t believe
it, ask any financial planning professional. Pressure on U.S.
bond yields will skyrocket. Other foreign investors will run
from the dollar priced securities in a panic. Long-term interestrates will jump. And U.S. consumers, businesses, and
investors will be crushed in the jaws of a very powerful
“Treasury Trap”!
It won’t take more than a whisper (as a recent fluke
revealed when a Chinese Ambassador talked out of turn) –
“Sell!” And every prediction mentioned thus far will occur –
and economic disaster will be the result.
But there is still a third part to the strategy…

Beijing’s Dangerous Strategy #3
“Lock the U.S. Dollar In a Death Struggle
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To finance all its foreign debt, the United States has to
spend a breathtaking $55 million per hour… or $1.3 billion per
day… just to keep enough new fiat currency flowing into the
system to cover overseas interest-payment obligations.
The Federal Government treats the Federal Reserve Bank
like a money machine.
I recently distributed a paper featuring excerpts of
Georgetown University Professor, Carol Quigley’s book,
Tragedy and Hope. He related an item from the First
Continental Congress’ debate concerning our currency system,
and whether or not to allow in the U.S. Constitution a debt
based currency such as we now have.
He quoted a
Massachusetts delegate as saying, “Do you think gentlemen,
that I will consent to load my constituents with taxes, when we
can send to our printer and get a wagonload of money, one
request of which will pay for the whole.”
More recently, one congressman stated, “Walk up, punch
the buttons on the printing press, and out comes the cash!”
Why? Because the more dollars there are, the less they’re
worth. And the less they’re worth, the easier it is to cover those
interest obligations without wincing.
The trouble is, no government – not even one as great as
America’s – can keep up with that kind of program. Especially
when you’re overextended on your own personal spending
budget by nearly half a trillion dollars!
So just holding U.S. Treasury, Beijing already has us
trapped.
This is not news to me. But only recently have I realized
that they haven’t stopped there.
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China has also hoarded piles and piles of ever cheaper
U.S. dollars. They’ve now got more that $310 billion in U.S.
dollar reserves! Again, you have to ask:
If U.S. dollars are backed by an overextended Federal
Government… and if other major governments worldwide are
already talking about switching reserves to gold and euros… and
if America’s money isn’t worth the paper it is printed on…
Why would China want to keep so much of its
newfound wealth in the U.S. dollar, a currency that’s
already down more than 50% since October 2000?
Again, its simple to those who have understanding.
Since 1995, the Chinese currency – the yuan – has been
pegged to the dollar at the weak exchange rate of 8.28 to the
dollar. No matter how low the dollar goes, the yuan goes with
it.
So no matter how low the dollar goes… it’s virtually
impossible to close any currency-related trading gap we’ve got
with China! It’s like seeing how long two enemies can hold
their breath underwater.
Whoever can withstand having a dirt-cheap currency the
longest wins. But so far, judging just by the trade deficit, it
looks like China is winning big time. And the United States is
running out of options.
Remember the yuan strategy is… if the dollar rises, the
yuan rises in lock step. If the dollar drops, so does the yuan.
China’s trading advantage never disappears… but we risk
popping our own real estate bubble, slashing trade with Europe,
and knocking the legs out from under our stocks and bonds.
Meanwhile, China still holds $310 billion in dollar
reserves… that it can trade for euros or gold at any time… and
use it to throw the dollar into a final death spiral.
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When Beijing starts dumping, what follows could be
worse than anything this generation has ever experienced
including the Great Depression.
Now here is where, in the natural it could get really
scary… but remember… we are the body of Christ… we are on
the winning side and will be taken care of by God’s great
prosperity phenomenon in the same fashion as Israel was
delivered out of Egyptian bondage.

Chinese Military Reports
“America Is the Enemy”
If you still think I’m just gathering speculative articles to
enhance my prophetic files… that this couldn’t possibly be
planned on purpose by the international powers that be…
maybe you haven’t yet heard about a hugely popular book that’s
still making the rounds… first in Beijing… and currently at the
White House, the Pentagon, and CIA headquarters.
The book is called Unrestricted Warfare. It is written by
Colonels Qiao Liang and Wang Xiangsui, two very high-ranking
officials in the People’s Liberation Army of China (PLA).
In their book they say, “America will be China’s most
likely enemy for at least the next two decades, if nor for the
whole 21st Century.” “The battle,” they say, “will be fought in
every arena…everywhere.”
Several specifics mentioned in the book are, “drug
smuggling… attack on America’s computer networks… media
manipulation… intellectual privacy… exploiting loopholes in
international law… and one of the most powerful weapons of
all, attacking America’s financial base.”
Here is another direct quote from Page 51 of the book:
“Financial war is a form of nonmilitary warfare which is
just as terribly destructive as a bloody war, but in which no
blood is actually shed… When people revise the history books…
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the section on financial warfare will command the reader’s
utmost attention.”
The book also recommends Chinese companies infiltrate
the U.S. Stock Market.
Imagine if the U.S. Government started building
companies just to drain income from the Dow and NASDAQ
investors’ pockets. Imagine the U.S. Army taking over Motorola
or QUALCOMM so that they could suck technology secrets out
of other nations. Maybe it couldn’t happen here.
But that is business as usual in Beijing. With companies
like PetroChina, the huge state-owned Chinese oil company. Or
Hutchinson-Whampoa, the state-owned Chinese construction
conglomerate. Or COSCO, China’s state-owned shipping giant,
larger than any other in the world.
The list goes on. Recently, the U.S. Congress named over
3,000 front companies for the Chinese army operating inside
the United States. This is no fairy-tale scenario.
Washington has no grip on this at all. They are out
looking for bombs and chemicals. Neither does Wall Street.
Why do they refuse to see it? Because it would have such a
devastating effect on the markets. The movers and shakers are
trying to get at least one more big deal under their belts. One
more million dollars in their accounts before it all goes bust.
It’s like it was on the Titanic just before it sank… “keep the
musicians playing the violins… we don’t want the people to
panic!” You can ignore reality only so long, with or without
panic, there will come a time that it will be brought face to face
with reality.
Here is what is in the mix right now. A recent run-up of
gold prices… Greenspan’s interest-rate games… Bush’s war in
Iraq… and the flood of profits mounting in defense stocks… all
of these working together to keep thing going a little longer
before coming face to face with the consequences.
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Here are some recent famous quotes:
“The bond and securities markets are the mother lode of
American finance capital. If Beijing taps that, there will be no
end to the funds she can raise and almost no control over how
they might be used.” – Pat Buchanan, Former White
House Advisor
“America’s growing reliance on high quality, low price
Chinese imports eventually could undermine the U.S. defense
industrial base.” – U.S.-China Economic and Security
Review Commission Report
“The United States finds itself in the same shoes as Great
Britain toward the end of the 19th Century.” – Kenneth
Courtis, Senior Vice Chairman, Goldman Sachs
“China most surely has the capacity, the willpower, the
structure, and the command economy to rip the heart out of
Europe and America over the next two decades.” – Irish
Independent, September 26, 2004
“The labor-oriented Economic Policy Institute in
Washington, DC estimates that Americans lost 344,000 jobs
last year because of Chinese imports. And institute economist
Robert Scott calls it ‘the tip of the iceberg’.” – Milwaukee
Journal Sentinel, June 6, 2004
“China, in violation of both its IMF and WTO obligations,
is in fact manipulating its currency for trade sabotage against
the United States.” – Roger W. Robinson, Jr., Chairman,
U.S.-China
Economic
and
Security
Review
Commission Report
“We cannot assume our enemies will abide by our own
moral business codes. In fact, we very much should assume
the contrary with regards to China.” – “Confrontation and
Combat in the Information Age” – U.S. Department of
Defense, March 2004
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“Many economists believe that the Chinese currency is
purposefully being undervalued by as much as 40%, giving the
country an unfair advantage in being able to under price
competitors in every international market.” – The
Washington Times, December 10, 2004
“As for the United States, for a relatively long time, it will
be absolutely necessary that we quietly nurse our sense of
vengeance. We must conceal our abilities and, bide our time…”
– General Mi Shenyu, Vice Commandant, Beijing
Academy of Military Sciences
“Wal-Mart, the U.S. retailer, now has more than 300
permanent buyers in China, and last year imported $12 billion
of Chinese goods… if Wal-Mart were a country, it would rank
ahead of Great Britain and Russia in total imports.” – Irish
Independent, September 26, 2004
“The first rule of unrestricted economic warfare is that
there are no rules, with nothing forbidden, accept getting
caught.” – Col. Qiao Liang and Col. Wang Xiangsui,
China’s People’s Liberation Army, co-authors of
Unrestricted Warfare

How China Expects to Win
Has there ever been a rising power, in the pages of
history, that has picked up economic momentum… packed on
military might… and then decided not to flex its muscles?
The answer, as you well know, is that there hasn’t. Power
is deliberately acquired for one purpose… to rule! The nations
that have it chomp at the bit to use it. Which is exactly what
China is doing now.
I found this as I investigated information being provided
by the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review
commission. Roger W. Robinson, Jr, head of the
organization, gave this testimony to the U.S. House of
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Representatives back in October. He laid out the Chinese
blueprint for undermining the U.S. economy:
First, they devalue their currency by as much as 40%
Then they issue tariffs on foreign goods
They cut foreign firms off from local marketing channels
They chaperone and handpick partners for international
joint ventures
➢ They give preferential loans to their own factories from
state owned banks
➢ Chinese companies get privileged listing on the Chinese
stock market
➢ Chinese companies get special tax breaks not available to
foreigners
➢
➢
➢
➢

As you can see, while the United States wasn’t looking,
someone bought America… right out from under us!
Where exactly does China fit in our great prosperity
phenomenon?
Just last week, as God began to speak prophetically into
my spirit concerning this matter, I found this very current
article. It bears the need for very close examination.

Arms sales to China rattle US
EU plans to sell weapons to Beijing have brought American fears to
the surface, writes Washington correspondent Roy Eccleston
February 26, 2005
GEORGE W. Bush's European trip may have improved the tone
of trans-Atlantic relations on the thorny issues of Iraq and Iran, but it
has also revealed the depths of US concern about the rapid emergence
of China's military power. The new source of tension is Europe's plan
to lift its arms embargo on China, introduced after the 1989
Tiananmen Square crackdown.
The US President, reflecting deep congressional anger, opposes
the move because the US believes it will allow China to buy
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technologies that will better equip it to strike Taiwan and US forces in
the region.
"There is deep concern in our country that a transfer of
weapons would be a transfer of technology to China, which would
change the balance of relations between China and Taiwan," he said
after meetings with European leaders.
Mr Bush was skeptical of European Union assurances that
tough new controls on exports would prevent China's military gaining
an advantage.
Members of Congress and conservative analysts in Washington
are already pushing for retaliation against any European firms that
sell military wares to China, which the White House sees as a
"strategic competitor", not the strategic "partner" of Bill
Clinton's time.
"They know the Congress's concern," Mr Bush told reporters
after his meetings with the Europeans. "So they will try to develop a
plan that will ease concerns. Now, whether they can or not, we'll
see."
But the emergence of the issue underscores not just continuing
disagreements in the Western alliance, but deeper US uncertainty
about the massive growth in China's military and economic
power.
It has the potential to sour relations between the US and China
at a time when Mr Bush needs its backing in negotiations with North
Korea and possible UN Security Council sanctions on Iran. And it has
focused attention on growing tensions between China and a newly
assertive and internationally active Japan.
With an annual defense budget of about $US500billion
($635billion), the US dwarfs the estimated $US50-70billion-plus
China is spending. But China now has the world's secondbiggest arms budget and it has been rising by 10per cent a
year, according to Japanese assessments.
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"China can't match the US and that's not their strategy," says
Carl Conetta, a China military specialist at the Commonwealth
Institute in Massachusetts.
"What they want to do is control all of the major Asian states of
concern to them. Their strategy is economic warfare not
military action.
But military strength fits into the
equation of their ongoing quest for global dominance
world trade.”
"The long-term story here, if you believe a lot of the neoconservative thinkers in the US, is that looking forward 20 or 30
years, there's two struggles the US has to face," Mr Conetta says.
The first is the battle with Islamic terrorists, ensuring they
cannot strike with weapons of mass destruction, or control oil
supplies. "The next phase is China.”
With the election of President Donald Trump, the United States has
experienced a “shaking” within its own government, justice system,
culture, media, and educational system, all purposed to bring an end
to his presidency.
The trade war with China is currently in progress, and China has yet
to determine how it will respond.
The Day of Jehovah Tsaba (the Lord of hosts), clearly is about the
“rich sea trade and the wealth of nations.” (Isaiah 60:5-6.
Between now and 2025, much will occur with regards to China.
Eventually, God (as Jehovah Tsaba) will, with his hooks in China, take
in hand the task of the great Prosperity Phenomenon – The Day of
Jehovah Tsaba.
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